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Introduction

InsPecT is a software for identifying post-translational modifications (PTMs) of protein. Because of involving the MS-Alignment algorithm, InsPecT can search PTMs in unrestricted mode, even reveal unknown types of modifications. Because InsPecT has a tremendous time complexity, we accelerated it using GPUs.

The section we accelerated

MS-Alignment takes more than 99% computing complexity of InsPecT and uses 3 different algorithm models according to the maximum number of PTMs to identify. As we know that identifying no more than 2 PTMs in unrestricted mode is popular and identifying 2 PTMs (mod=2) is much more complicated, so accelerating and optimizing “mod=2” model is the focused work we describe here.

MS-Alignment is a dynamic programming based algorithm. The complicated data dependence makes the implementation on GPUs more difficult.

Acceleration on GPU

To identifying one peptide, InsPecT computes prefix table and suffix table of the peptide firstly, then gets candidate result according to those two tables, and select top 10 results from candidates finally.

We used 4 CUDA kernels to realize the “mod=2” model on GPU. Kernel 1 and kernel 2 fill the prefix table and suffix table, and kernel 3 gets the candidates, then kernel 4 selects top 10 results from candidates. During the process of these four kernels, the data is stored in the global memory.

We use several optimization method to achieve higher speedup.

We also parallelized InsPecT with MPI to make it running on multi-GPU environment. cuda-InsPecT is the MPI+CUDA version based on InsPecT, which will be open source.
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